Mr. Frost

Vertical Cabinet Shock Freezer for Ice Cream Making
CARPIGIANI has produced this innovative vertical cabinet shock freezer to combine the advantages of fast refrigeration with the storage of large amounts of ice cream, avoiding transfer from one appliance to another.

**Mr. Frost** is therefore very convenient for ice cream makers who have only limited space available because it combines shock freezing and storage in a single cabinet.

**Mr. Frost** is also particularly useful for those who produce large amounts of ice cream for their own outlet or on a contract basis. In premises of this kind, the work is organised on the basis of large volume consumption so the fast production of ice cream reserves, conservation of the ice cream’s quality and health guarantees are all essential. With this cabinet these aims are achieved quicker, because once the ice cream is produced it is immediately set aside in the shock freezer itself, which refrigerates and stores the ice cream with no further handling.

**Operating Features**

- 10 inside shelves, movable for adaptation to large and small pan sizes
- Storage capacity up to 44 ice cream pans of 36x16x12 cm
- 2 self-closing doors, with lock in open position and magnetic gasket
- Convenient full-height handles and lock with key
- Evaporator fan switches off when door is opened

**Construction features**

- Built entirely in AISI 304 stainless steel for durability
- One-piece body with extra-thick insulation for outstanding efficiency
- Interior with rounded edges for quick, easy cleaning
- Reversible doors for better adaptation to operating needs
- Compensation valve for easier door opening after closure

**Refrigeration features**

- Refrigeration at core of ice cream down to -18°C, with electronic control
- Fan-assisted refrigeration system, for forced cold air distribution
- "Non stop" refrigeration programme
- Hot gas defrosting device and condensation evaporation
- Standard air-type condensation system

**Technical data**

- Power supply V/Ph/Hz: 380/3/50
- Optional power supply V/Ph/Hz: 200/3/50-60
- Rated power: 2.5 kW
- Dimensions W.D.H. cm: 74x101x207
- Weight: 210 Kg